Weevil Pond and the William E. Morgan Fountain serve as a beautification point for the Campus. Its intended use is for the University Community and general public. However, certain restrictions exist for the Pond’s use. The following activities are not permitted in or around Weevil Pond:

1. Swimming/wading or other water sports/recreation;
2. Boating/canoeing or use of any type of floatation device;
3. Training of animals to retrieve objects or water fowl;
4. Activities that create unsightly conditions or disturbing noise around the Pond; and
5. Activities deemed incompatible with the educational mission of the University.

Fishing is allowed in Weevil Pond, but must be conducted from the bank of the Pond.

Temporary signage is not permitted in Weevil Pond.

Groups or individuals desiring to use the pond for a specific function/activity must seek approval from the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and/or Director of Physical Plant. A designated form must be completed and approved with the appropriate signatures. Approval must be obtained 48 hours prior to the activity.